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Introduction
Industrial computed tomography (CT) can be used in the non-destructive testing of safety-critical workpieces [1] [2] [3] . However, in an x-ray CT imaging system, because of the limitation of the ray crystal conversion efficiency, charge capacity, photoelectric conversion efficiency and A/D, the dynamic range of the imaging system is limited. Thus, for complicated structural components, the full projection cannot be captured with the conventional fixed-energy imaging method, because the wider thickness range of the components along the orientation of the x-ray penetration exceeds the limit of the dynamic range of the imaging system. In these incomplete projection images, there are regions of overexposure (thinner areas with high ray energy) and underexposure (thicker areas with low energy) [4, 5] . Conventional CT reconstruction algorithm can't get the construct of these complicated structural components in the limitation of the dynamic range [6] .
Processing algorithms exist for 3D CT imaging of complicated workpieces, such as projection offsetting estimation, limited-angle CT, CT image correction, and other processes. However, the rationality of information estimation and the effectiveness of post-processing will affect the correctness of CT information because of the projection information missing at every imaging energy. In addition, with the more complicated construct, the projection of fixedenergy is seriously lacking; as a result, the data offsetting and post-processing cannot ensure effective CT reconstruction [7, 8] . Thus, for the current imaging system with a low dynamic range, the development of a highly dynamic DR/CT imaging method is meaningful for characterizing complicated workpieces.
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Varying-energy CT imaging method based on EM-TV
For complicated structural components with wide x-ray attenuation ranges, conventional fixed-energy computed tomography (CT) imaging cannot obtain all the structural information. This limitation results in a shortage of CT information because the effective thickness of the components along the direction of x-ray penetration exceeds the limit of the dynamic range of the x-ray imaging system. To address this problem, a varying-energy x-ray CT imaging method is proposed. In this new method, the tube voltage is adjusted several times with the fixed lesser interval. Next, the fusion of grey consistency and logarithm demodulation are applied to obtain full and lower noise projection with a high dynamic range (HDR). In addition, for the noise suppression problem of the analytical method, EM-TV (expectation maximization-total Jvariation) iteration reconstruction is used. In the process of iteration, the reconstruction result obtained at one x-ray energy is used as the initial condition of the next iteration. An accompanying experiment demonstrates that this EM-TV reconstruction can also extend the dynamic range of x-ray imaging systems and provide a higher reconstruction quality relative to the fusion reconstruction method.
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For fixed-energy imaging, invalid areas exist, but there are still valid irradiations, for which the thickness is matched to the fixed x-ray energy. By using image sequence fusion, we can obtain the all projection information via multi-energy imaging. Multi-energy imaging, such as dual-energy CT, multi-spectrum based on a photon counting detector, can increase the energy spectrum dimension for CT reconstruction, thereby improving the CT quality [9, 10] . However, these methods mainly consider material distinction and capture different attenuation relative to the x-ray energy by energy subtraction. For complicated structures, projection is incomplete when using the fixed x-ray energy; thus, we must expand the dynamic range of the imaging system. These multi-energy imaging methods cannot be used in reconstruction directly. Here, based on the local efficiency at a fixed energy for complicated structures, we capture the projection sequences with varying x-ray energy at one rotation angle. The other angles are similarly processed. Subsequently, research fusion and a reconstruction algorithm of high dynamic range are used to obtain the CT image [11] . Also in order to solve noise suppression problem in fusion because of weighting coefficients, EM-TV iteration reconstruction is used.
Varying energy CT imaging
Analysis of conventional fixed-energy CT
For the workpiece depicted in figure 1 , the thickness of the specimen exhibits a notable difference. The bottom is solid, the centre is hollowed out, and the top is irregular. Image sequences were captured from 60 kVp to 100 kVp with the step of 10 kVp at every projection angle using a 12-bit imaging system, which is consists of x-ray source (GE ISOVOLT 450 KV) and detector (VARIAN PaxScan2520) (figure 2). Also in the experiment, the current is set as 1.5 mA, the pixel pitch is 0.127 mm, the integration time is 0.9 s, and the number of frame averaged 8 frames. This CT imaging system has offset correction and gain correction. So the acquires images are presented in figure 3 .
As shown in figure 3 , because the variations in the effective thickness of the component along the direction of x-ray penetration exceed the limit of the dynamic range of the x-ray imaging system, the image sequences exhibit only a partial response. Also in the higher energy, because of the initial gain correction coefficient has changed, there are some striplike noise in the projection. So the CT results based on direct reconstruction are shown in figure 4 .
As shown in figure 4 , we cannot obtain the full construction information at any one energy, i.e. low energy cannot reveal the inner information, and high energy cannot show the outer edge.
Varying-energy CT imaging
In x-ray imaging, if all other scanning parameters of the x-ray imaging system are fixed, varying the current will not change the distribution of the x-ray energy spectrum but will increase the initial intensity. Thus, varying the voltage changes the distribution of the spectrum. When the tube voltage is higher, the penetration depth will be greater and the density suitable for imaging will be higher. As a result, for complicated structural components, the image information will be lacking with a fixed tube voltage because the restricted dynamic range of the imaging system creates a mismatch between the x-ray energy and the effective thicknesses of certain regions of the comp onent. However, in any energy image, we can also obtain the effective local information. Therefore, variableenergy imaging can be an effective approach to the imaging of components with complicated structures. In this manner, all of the projection information can be captured through variableenergy imaging at every projection angle of the CT rotation. The specific principle is illustrated in figure 5 .
In figure 5 , tube voltages are adjusted from low to high voltages and image sequences were obtained at every projection angle. There are three cases, detailed as follows.
(1) High voltage: Only effective local information corresponding to the larger effective thicknesses will be obtained, but at the areas of smaller effective thickness, because the number of radiation photons will exceed the acceptance tolerances of the detector, the photons will overflow to pollute the circumjacent pixels. This pollution produces overexposure. (2) Low voltage: Only the effective local information corresp onding to the smaller effective thicknesses will be obtained, but at the areas of larger effective thickness, because the penetrating strength of the ray photons is smaller, there are fewer accepted photons and underexposure will occur. (3) Medium voltage: Only the effective local information corresponding to the areas where the tube voltage and the effective thickness are well matched will be obtained. However, for the larger or smaller effective thicknesses, both underexposure and overexposure will occur.
Based on the above-described situations, with increasing voltage, areas with greater thickness or higher density of the complex components are gradually shown in the corresponding x-ray image. Next, we apply image processing to fuse this sequence and reconstruct the image of the complex components. However, taking the unknown internal structure into account, to ensure the continuity of the adjacent energy images, the tube voltage must be gradually increased with the smaller voltage interval. 
High dynamic fusion
Effective fusion area
Actually, because of imaging characteristic and SNR (signal to noise ratio) of the detector, the effective gray range is less than the dynamic range of detector. 
In equation (1), the nonzero area of X i is the effective fusion area, I i is the directly captured image sequence with different ray energy. Also in order to exclude the strip-like noise, the recursion extraction method is used. The method is based on the gradual changing of image structure. In the lower energy image, these noise areas are the effective areas. Thus, when extracting information, the extraction area of the lower energy image is labeled, and this area will be subtracted from the higher energy image [5] .
Fusion coefficient
As shown in figure 2 , the object's information gradually appears in the energy image sequence from thinner to thicker areas. We can fuse these images by linear weighting.
where X i (i = 1, 2,…, n) is energy sequence from low energy to high energy, X is the fusion image, and ω i is the weighting coefficient. If no constraint of dynamic range exists, to ensure normal imaging of the entire construct, the imaging energy should be same with X n . Thus, the thickness is lower and the image is greyer. Therefore, in fusion, ω n = 1, sequence 60kV CT at center 80kV CT at center 100kV CT at center X 1 , X 2 , …, X n−1 is, respectively added to X n with the corresponding coefficient ω i . The relationship of ω i should be diminishing because the grey of the thinner thickness is greater in the imaging system with no dynamic range constraint.
As shown in equation (3), the noise in sequence will be amplified by a coefficient larger than 1, which is higher than in fixed-energy imaging, and impact CT reconstruction quality. To solve this problem, reducing grey weighting cardinality and the coefficient of low-energy imaging is the only effective method of decreasing highly dynamic projection noise. Based on Beer's law, logarithm demodulation can narrow the dynamic range and reduce noise by diminution weighting cardinality. In addition, with compression of dynamic range by logarithm transformation, the projection detail will be more obvious. Thus, we can define the new fusion equation as follows:
where p i (i = 1, 2,…, n) is the logarithm of X i , p is the fusion image of the logarithm demodulation sequence, and v i is the new weighting coefficient. From equation (3), v n = 1, sequence p 1 , p 2 , …, p n−1 is, respectively added to p n with the corresponding coefficient v i . However, based on the relationship between p i and X i ,
If the dynamic range is unconstrained, then the background grey X 0i is certain. If the thickness of object is thinner, then the image grey X i is higher and the logarithm pi is lower. Thus, for the variable-energy sequence X i , the corresponding thickness is gradually increasing. In this way, the logarithm of the lowenergy image should multiply the minor coefficient, namely,
These coefficients less than 1 can further decrease noise. In dynamic range fusion, we should calculate v i . Logarithm demodulation changes the grey value but does not change image structure.
High dynamic range (HDR) fusion based on gray consistency
In addition, in sequence capturing, because a smaller voltage interval is used, the same area will exist in two adjacent frames. In fact, the grey in the same area should be basically the same. As a result, we can use goal optimization to solve for the weighting coefficient. Assume the area is Ω i between p i and p i+1 , and define the distance between them as follows:
Equation (7) can show the grey consistency of p i and p i+1 in area Ω i , x ij is the gray of j-pixel in X i . The lower the value of d (p i , p i+1 ), the higher is the consistency. Thus, we can select v i to minimize the distance, which can ensure a grey consistency that is high enough in the overlap area. Next, we can obtain the objective optimal model: 
Based on equation (6), let v n = 1, and then use the barrier penalty function to solve the coefficients of v 1 , v 2 , …, v n−1 . Use equation (4) to perform fusion high dynamic projection, which contains all the information about the object under test. Thus, we can use the conventional CT reconstruction algorithm to obtain the 3D structure. 
High dynamic reconstruction
Directly reconstruction
For the workpiece in figure 1 , use variable-energy CT scanning imaging at every projection angle to obtain an energy sequence. The energy range is from 60 kVp to 100 kVp with an energy interval of 10 kVp. For equation (8), we can also use direct fusion on the sequence, using data X i in equation (6) . Thus, we can obtain two results of direct fusion and logarithm demodulation fusion. Figure 6 shows that the highly dynamic fusion can provide full information, and from the fusion coefficient, the logarithm fusion can achieve lower noise, as shown in figure 6(b) . Compared to figure 6(a) , the 3D grey curve of the logarithm fusion is smoother. To use this fusion approach to improve the CT reconstruction quality, we use the Feldkamp-DavisKress (FDK) algorithm to reconstruct figure 1. The results are shown in figure 7 .
In figure 7 (a), we combine images collected using various x-ray energies at the same projection angle and use the fusion method of the grey consistency to combine these images, which served as the input data for CT reconstruction ( figure 7(a) ). However, because of a weighting noise greater than 1, the CT image noise is higher and the quality is poor. To address this issue, we used negative logarithm conversion to modify the fusion coefficients to reduce the noise level. As shown in figure 7(b) , the noise and contrast of CT images obtained using negative logarithm conversion are improved with respect to direct reconstruction. CT result Figure 7 (a) Figure 7 (a) Figure 9 Contrast ratio 39.4% 53.6% 60.5% Noise level 6.7% 3.8% 1.7%
Iteration reconstruction for varying energy
From figure 7(b), we can obtain the higher reconstruction quality; however, higher noise is still an issue because, in the lower-energy imaging, the ray dose is also lower and is thus unable to achieve a higher-quality projection. As a result, in the fusion image, this low-dose noise will influence the reconstruction quality obtained using an analytical method, such as FDK. To solve this problem, we can use an iterative method.
Iterative methods with the ability to include various physical models represent a more intuitive and natural approach to image reconstruction [12] . The statistical reconstruction method, for example, models the counting statistics of detected photons by respective weighting of the measured rays. Here, we use EM (expectation maximization) statistical reconstruction to obtain the CT image [13] . In addition, to reduce noise, the minimization of total variation (TV) is used [14] .
To enhance the reconstruction efficiency, we only use the fusion coefficient v 1 , v 2 , …, v n to renew the grey, which can ensure the consistency of dynamic range. In the process of iteration, we only reconstruct the local area that corresponds to the local effective projection for the one ray energy. This result will be the initial conditions of the reconstruction of the data for the subsequent energy. In this manner, after all the data of the different energies have been processed, we obtain the full CT information. Using the system shown in figure 4 , we can perform the reconstruction process shown in figure 8.
Using the above-described iterative method, we can obtain a higher-quality CT image, as shown in figure 9 .
Also we give the quantitative index of contrast ratio and noise level (only in workpiece part), which is shown in table 1.
From the above result, EM-TV reconstruction has the better result of the object's detail and contrast. Also the object is only aluminium, from the grayscale consistency, the result of EM-TV ( figure 9 ) is better than directly fusion reconstruction and logarithm demodulation fusion reconstruction. This is because EM-TV can restrain low-dose noise, improve reconstruction quality.
Because of the higher contrast ratio about figure 9 , we can use threshold segmentation and the visualization toolkit to obtain 3D visualizations, as shown in figure 10 . Compare the 3D visualization ( figure 10 ) and real construct information (figure 1), the HDR-CT based on EM-TV can better represent the full construct information on the complicated workpiece.
Conclusion
We developed and present a novel high-dynamic-range CT imaging method and system that does not require a detector with a higher dynamic range than that of a conventional CT apparatus. This method uses multi-energy projection sequences to obtain higher-dynamic-range images via fusion, which uses the grey consistency between the adjacent images at the overlap area. Next, CT images can be obtained through logarithm conversion CT reconstruction based on the analytical reconstruction. However, the analytical method cannot effectively suppress the noise. To address this issue, we use the EM statistical reconstruction method and TV regulation to perform the reconstruction. In the process of reconstruction, we use the fusion coefficient to renew the ray image grey to the same energy level. In addition, the CT result of the one energy is the initial condition of the next one. The experimental results revealed that the CT imaging based on EM-TV has better results, with a high dynamic range and low noise level, compared to the conventional approach. Therefore this proposed approach is suitable for the imaging of complicated workpieces of widely varying thickness, which cannot be adequately imaged using conventional single-energy CT.
